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“Hainan Global CEO International 

Financial Building” 

Global CEO Club Headquarters Building

(The 43-year-old CEO Club’s US 

headquarters will be relocated here in 

Hainan, China)
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Strategic planning and global positioning

◆ When China's economic aggregate becomes the first in the world, 

financial reform will inevitably become the first breakthrough.

◆ On April 13, 2018, President Xi Jinping attended the "Celebrate the 30th 

Anniversary of the Construction of the Special Economic Zone in 

Hainan Province" and delivered an important speech announcing:     

The Party Central Committee decided to support the construction of the 

Hainan Island Free Trade Pilot Zone and Hainan to gradually explore 

and steadily promote free trade with Chinese characteristics Port 

construction.

◆ Hainan “Construction of Pilot Free Trade Zone and Free Trade Port with 

Chinese Characteristics”

Foreword



Strategic planning and global positioning

◆ Xi Jinping pointed out that Hainan is my country's largest special economic 

zone, with a unique geographic location, the best ecological environment in 

the country, and a relatively independent geographic unit, and has the 

unique advantage of being a national experimental field for reform and 

opening. Hainan has a special position and an important role in the overall 

situation of my country's reform and opening up and socialist modernization. 

Regarding the construction of a pilot free trade zone in Hainan and a free 

trade port with Chinese characteristics, Xi Jinping said that this is a major 

decision made by the Party Central Committee focusing on the overall 

situation of international and domestic development, in-depth research, 

overall consideration, and scientific planning. Major measures to promote 

the determination of economic globalization. Investors from all over the 

world are welcome to invest in Hainan, actively participate in the 

construction of Hainan Free Trade Port, share China's development 

opportunities and China's reform achievements. Focus on the development 

of modern service industries such as tourism, the Internet, healthcare, 

finance, and conventions, and accelerate the development of service trade 

innovation to form an industrial structure with a service-oriented economy;

◆ This project is a new landmark and new engine for the development of the 

regional economy and is of great significance to the overall development.

Foreword



1. Strategic Planning and Global Positioning

Why Choose Hainan?

⚫ Hainan, to surpass Hong Kong, Singapore and Dubai, will dominate the world in the future!

⚫ The world's largest free trade port

⚫ Free trade port 35 times larger than Hong Kong

⚫ A free trade port 9 times larger than Dubai

⚫ A free trade port 50 times larger than Singapore

⚫ The only free trade port in mainland China

⚫ The most developed city in the world can never leave the harbor

⚫ The central government fully supports Hainan to build a free trade port

⚫ The future of Hainan’s economy has an unlimited future

⚫ This is a breakthrough in Hainan’s greater opening policy and mode, and it will be more conducive to Hainan’s 

central role in the construction of the “Belt and Road”, especially in the Pan-South China Sea economic cooperation.



The construction of Hainan Free Trade Port is inseparable from the International Financial 

Settlement Center.

⚫ RMB settlement center "Belt and Road" capital internationalization support (maritime Silk Road) capital operation 

platform

What is a free trade port?

⚫ Free trade ports are usually regarded as the most open free trade areas. In the free trade ports, the customs front line 

is truly liberalized, and the goods flow freely, eliminating or minimizing trade control measures for incoming goods and 

simplifying the front-line declaration procedures.

⚫ Usually refers to the port area that is located in the country and region and outside the customs control point, allowing 

foreign goods and funds to enter and leave freely, and foreign ships, aircraft and other transportation vehicles can 

also freely travel.

⚫ Foreign trade is freer. Free trade ports are usually regarded as the most open pilot free trade zones, and can often 

become a regional and even global opening height and trade hub center.

⚫ On the basis of the Pilot Free Trade Zone, exploring the establishment of a free trade port will promote the 

implementation of a new round of high-level opening to the outside world, with a higher level of opening and greater 

intensity in the fields of finance and services, resulting in a higher degree of resource optimization The configuration 

also helps to connect the new rules of international trade and investment.

⚫ China will continue to expand its opening to the outside world and continue to expand its foreign trade. Hainan Free 

Trade Port will play an important role in this process. A

⚫ The free trade pilot zone and free trade port are characterized by "freedom". This is not only freedom in taxation and 

trade, but also freedom in institutional arrangements. It will further stimulate the initiative and vitality of the local area 

and promote the process of opening.



⚫ It is an important opening gateway to the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. From the perspective of mainland 

China, Hainan Island is a nerve ending, but if it is from the perspective of facing the Pacific Ocean and the Indian 

Ocean, and facing the world, it is a new round of reform and opening. Forefront.

⚫ In the future, China will promote economic globalization, and Hainan is undoubtedly in a priority position in terms of 

spatial location.

⚫ Choosing Hainan means that China will open to the world more quickly in the next step.

⚫ Significance for the development of Hainan and even China. In the next step, China will further improve the 

investment environment and further relax market access. Hainan Island will take two steps in the future, which is to 

create a high standard investment environment, business environment, market environment, rule of law 

environment, green environment and innovation environment in China, Asia and the world.

⚫ First, Hainan’s internationalization will be very high.  Second, its industry, its green, livable, and smart aspects will 

have very distinctive development characteristics. Third, as an international tourism consumption center, it will be in 

the future The country, the entire region and 

even the world are the most beautiful centers.

⚫ It will be an important strategic fulcrum of the 

“Belt and Road” Initiative.



The total construction area is 403,000 square meters. The three-legged 

main building consists of three hexagonal towers connected to each 

other. The three towers are cleverly connected by a suspension cable 

structure. The upper 200 meters are independent and the lower 100 

meters are completely integrated, giving a stable and towering feeling. 

The standard level of the tower uses a hexagonal planar structure, which 

fully utilizes the stability of multiple triangles, providing greater structural 

rationality for super high-rise buildings. The core tube gradually 

decreases with increasing height, which greatly improves the use 

efficiency of the building space.

Offices of major institutions such as the International Financial 

Settlement Center, the Secondary Market Trading Center, and the Global 

CEO Club Headquarters. Office buildings, hotels, apartment buildings, 

and commerce will form a core area and gathering place for international 

financial services.

It is in line with the development plan of overseas financial giants and 

conforms to the national development strategy.

2020/7/4

2. Introduction of Hainan Global CEO International Financial Building Project



A  National Strategy. “Belt and Road” An important strategic 
pivot of finance.

B  One Base, five centers, financial reform and innovation

C  Reform and Innovation of free trade port construction with 
Chinese characteristics

3. Hainan’s Late-coming Advantage in Global Finance
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◆ The pace of domestic RMB settlement and financial reform 

in China has accelerated significantly, and it is estimated 

that it will mature within three years.

◆ Investment promotion is at the depression stage; the 

government is very motivated.

◆ The construction cycle of the building can go before the 

country's financial reforms mature, and keep pace with the 

construction and development of free trade ports;

◆ In the future, the Global CEO International Financial Building 

will create trillions of dollars and RMB settlements.



1111111111

Financial Settlement Centres are still relatively new businesses in China. The introduction of an 

International Settlement Center will greatly reduce the time cost and capital cost of processing trade and 

enterprise settlement; the annual trillion yuan in turnover will bring huge benefits to the local economy. For 

international enterprises relying on the Chinese market and production capabilities, a mature place is also 

needed.

1111111111

Offshore Financial Settlement for Processing Trade  In view of the fact that trillions of dollars of 

settlement business in processing trade are overseas, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange has 

innovated the Corresponding Management System:

• One is to implement Preferential Tax Rates. Extend the 15% preferential tax rate for the western 

development from industry to service industry, the tax rate is not higher than the offshore financial 

settlement.

• The second is to simplify the Settlement Procedures. The degree of convenience is the same as that in 

developed countries and regions such as Singapore and Hong Kong.

• The third is to promote the National Main Bank to increase the Offshore Financial Business Function.

1111111111

Background on the Construction of the Settlement Centre

In the Processing Trade Model, “multiple heads in, One head out" More than 90% of China’s        

processing trade worth more than US$1 trillion is concentrated in coastal areas because the raw materials    

and the market are “outside”, and the cost of inland input logistics is too high. In recent years, the processing   

trade model of "multiple heads in, one head out" has emerged, leaving 80% of parts transportation, 80% of   

parts value and 80% of high-tech R&D locally, solving the problem of excessive input logistics costs. And the 

high-end links such as R&D and settlement of processing trade are left locally.

4. Hainan’s Challenge as a RMB Settlement Centre and Countermeasures



Strategic value

 In April 2014, Mr. Li Jing Ping, Chairman of the Greater China 

Division and China Region, proposed the construction of "Fourth 

Level of China's Financial Center and Offshore Financial 

Settlement Center."

 On May 18, 2014, Li Guoliang, the former vice governor of 

Hainan Province, personally met with the chairman of the Global 

CEO Club Joseph Mancuso to lead all members of the global 

CEO business delegation in Haikou, Hainan.

 The Global CEO Club Hainan Branch was formally established 

on May 18, 2014.

 The first phase of Hainan's "Global CEO Club - Rongde Manor" 

project officially started in June 2014, and all of them were 

completed in May 2017. The second phase is starting.

5. Hainan introduced the international organization 

"Global CEO Club Headquarters Building"



 The Global CEO Club was founded in the United States CEO Club founder Dr. Joseph Mancuso based on the "American CEO 

Club" with a 40-year development history. It was officially registered in the United States in May 2006 (the global headquarters

will be from the United States New York moved to China).

 Dr. Joseph Mancuso is currently Chairman of the Global CEO Club; Li Jingping is currently CEO of the Global CEO Club and 

Chairman of China. www.globalceoclubs.com.

 Purpose: "Create a global environment full of oxygen for members, such as exchange of management ideas, effective allocation 

of transnational business resources, diversified experience, etc.. Promote the sharing of business experience, business 

resources and personal growth experience among members worldwide, and build members Entrepreneurial platforms for 

mutually beneficial cooperation between countries and regions across the country create more free and broad space for the 

development of global members and member companies."

 The Global CEO Club is the world's oldest business club with 40 years of history. Currently, the Global CEO Club is in 26 

important countries around the world including China, the United States, the United Kingdom, Spain, Ukraine, Greece, Argentina, 

Australia, Russia, South Korea, the UAE, Saudi Arabia, India, the Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Pakistan, South Africa, and 

Nigeria And the establishment of 45 branches. It has 28,000 permanent members of the CEO worldwide and 8 branches in China. 

The main members of the Global CEO Club are composed of the world's top 500 companies, 2,000 top companies, global listed 

companies, top 500 companies in major countries, CEOs, and famous investors.



6. Project Location and Basis

Tailor-Made Functional 

Positioning

Image 

Positioning

The construction of the Global 

CEO International Financial 

Building was the first to have an 

international financial settlement 

centre and a Secondary Market 

Trading Centre to enter China's 

"commissioned processing", 

eliminating the risk of 

unresponsive investment 

construction.

All the elements of the landmark building: 

The building is a three-legged tower with a 

financial feng shui and majestic architecture 

with Chinese characteristics. The main 

building is very eye-catching, atmospheric, 

and has the characteristics of an international 

first-class building; the internal equilateral 

hexagonal structure has high utilization rate 

and good stability; it has all the elements of 

landmark buildings. In form, it has a strong 

attraction to the gathering of industries.

Financial Tower, 

international giant 

Financial Settlement 

Centre, Secondary 

Market Settlement 

Centre, Trading Centre. 

The gathering place of 

banks, insurance and 

securities companies.



Building Construction Cost

Initially agreed plot: 60-80 acres (withdrawal line 5-10 meters), plot 

ratio 9. Limit height 300 meters. The total construction area is 

423,000 square meters. 

The land transfer fee per square meter is about 1,000 yuan/square 

meter. The steel structure super high-rise direct building (including 

design) costs less than 6,000 yuan/square meter. 

Decoration, equipment, taxes, and comprehensive expenses are 

within 5500 yuan/m2. The total delivery cost is within 12,500 

yuan/square meter. 

According to the current price of RMB 125,000 per square meter, the 

construction value is RMB 6 billion.

The expected value is estimated to be about 25,000 yuan per square 

meter after completion, and the building is worth 10 billion yuan.

7. Project Value Estimate



8. Project Investment and Funding Sources

All investment in the project is foreign investment

World-renowned international group (confirmed)

The construction party is a famous Chinese construction  

company

Chinese project partner

2020/7/4
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Construction Cycle and Investment Scale

The project construction period is 2-3 years, and the total investment is expected to 

be about 8 billion yuan

Capital and operation

• Initial stage: project establishment, payment of land transfer fee, and report to the 

plan. design. Construction team enters the field. Complete the project's pre-

operation and post-planning.

• Time one year. Reserve 300 million yuan.

• Construction period: enjoy the FTZ policy, allowing foreign investors to enter 

ahead of time and share some dividends.

• A total of USD 1.2 billion. All investment funds are in foreign currencies.

• Property maturity period: entering the sales stage. Proposed asset securitization. 

Part of the surplus directly faces the domestic market.



9. Hainan Provincial Government Organization Guarantee and 

Special Policy Recommendations

▪ Enjoy national-level policies, provincial-level policies, and preferential policies for 

foreign investment in Hainan Free Trade Port.

▪ Enjoy tax relief

▪ Enjoy preferential financial policies.

▪ Land preferential policies,

▪ Permanent residence policy.



▪ China's economy has experienced a steep decline in 4 years.

▪ The war caused the process to be interrupted.

▪ Policy preferences are lost.

▪ The Market Management Team is out of control.

▪ The Haikou CBD area is a prime location in the financial district.

10. Investment Risk and Control



11.  Global CEO International Financial Building Support System

Marketing "Global CEO International Financial Building"

▪ Forum: Realizing the permanent meeting place of the Global 

CEO Forum (Boao Political Forum in Hainan, Hainan North 

has the Global CEO Forum) Hainan Double Forum  

Aggregation effect:

▪ With this building construction process, there is too much 

financial innovation support.

▪ Financial Free Trade Zone policy, capital liquidity.

▪ Global CEO Club is currently the world's oldest and largest 

international senior business club. Attracting many celebrities.

These include: Ted Turner (CNN founder) Herb Kelleher (Southwest Airlines), Peter Grace (Grace company), T. Boone 

Picke (Mesa oil company), Patrick J. McGovern (founder of IDG venture capital fund), Fred Smith (Chrysler), Richard 

DeVos (Amway), Royal Little (Textron Textile), Steve Forbes (Forbes), Edson De Castro (Zydacron Communications 

Technology), Victor Kiam (Electrical Equipment), Michael Bloomberg (Bloomberg) Securities information) and other 

outstanding members of the club. There are also lifetime members like AOL founders Jim Kimgey and Steve Case who 

have made important contributions to the development of the club.



Project Global Strategic Partners

Ingers Corporation (USA), Bonner Corporation (USA), 

Kennametal Corporation (USA), Koenig & Bauer (KBA), 

Fluke Corporation (USA), ACME Corporation (USA), 

SGS Tool Company (USA), Mikron (Switzerland), ITW 

(USA), ASK (France), HEIDENHAIN (Germany), 

Burlington Global Limited (USA), Hypercom (USA), 

Canadian Solar (Canada), LB (Switzerland), Amada 

(Japan), Unofa Group (United States), BWE (Denmark) 

Makita (Japan), SKF Bearing Company (Sweden), 

United Machine Tool Engineering Corporation (United 

States), Zeiss (Germany), U.S. Münster (U.S.), Tyco 

International Ltd. (U.S.), Hurco (U.S.), Kronbach 

(Germany), Jungheinrich Group (Germany). Hon Hai 

Group (Taiwan), China Railway Construction, China 

Construction.

Well-known Investment Bank
JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, UBS, BOA Merrill Lynch, Deustch Bank, Credit Suisse, CICC, CITIC Securities (CITIC 

Securities), BOCI (BOCI), etc.



Well-known Investment Funds:

Blackstone, IDG, Sequoia, Saif, Haina Asia (SIG), Kai 
Peng (KPCB), Texas Pacific Capital (TPG), Warburg 
Pincus, Hony Capital (Hony), Shenzhen Innovation 
Investment, Actis, Baring Asia, Walden, Jafco, Matrix, 
Orchid, DFJ etc.

Well-known Commercial Banks:

Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, 
China Construction Bank, Citibank, HSBC, Standard 
Chartered, Agricultural Bank of China, China Merchants 
Bank, Pudong Development Bank, Guangdong 
Development Bank, Shenzhen Development Bank, etc.

Organization Associations:

All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, 
Development Research Centre of the State Council, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprise Association, China Network, China Enterprise 
Network, China Entrepreneur Forum, China International 
Multinational Corporation Research Association, CEO 
Brand Management Company, etc.

Long-term partners:

1)   NYPPEX - New York Private Equity Exchange 

(United States)

2)   LCH. CLEARNET - LCH Clearing Centre (UK)

3)   Intercontinental Exchange Group, Inc. 

International Exchange Group (USA)

4)   The Clearing House Payments Company - CHP 

Settlement (USA)

5)   Canadian Derivatives Clearing Corporation 

(Canada)

6)   Services Financiers Penson Canada Inc. 

(Canada)



Mr. Li Jingping (Project Initiator)

The current CEO of the Global CEO Club is mainly responsible for the management and 

operation of this international business club in the world and China. He is also the 

chairman of the China CEO Club and the vice-chairman of the Globalization Cooperation 

Foundation; and he is also the secretary-general of the China-US Entrepreneur 

Cooperation Executive Committee; Chairman of Global CEO Capital Group. Mr. Li 

Jingping was the chief representative of the Greater China region of the Canadian 

Hermon's Investment Bank (which manages US$15 billion). He worked in the Ministry of 

Finance of China for 8 years.

Project Strategy Consultant (Project Sponsor)

Chairman of the CEO Club is Joseph Mancuso. The 100 Americans who have 

achieved success in the modern history of the United States for more than 250 years, 

including Abraham Lincoln, Henry Ford, Bill Gates, Drew Carnegie, Walt Disney, etc. Dr. 

Joseph Mancuso’s name is also listed. Dr. Mancuso graduated from Harvard Business 

School, has a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from the Worchester School of 

Engineering, a master's degree in Business Administration from Harvard Business 

School, a doctorate in education management from Boston University; is known in the 

United States as "Magic planner". He has created 7 companies.

Project Strategy Consultant Team Members

In the 1970s, Jim Rogers partnered with financial predator George Soros to form a 

‘quantum fund’. It is a legendary internationally renowned investor and professor of 

finance. Together with Buffett and Rogers, they are also called the three major 

stockholders on Wall Street.



Project Strategy Consultant Team Members

Dr. Meng Xiaosu. Chairman of China Real Estate Group, Chairman of 

Happiness Life Insurance, and a permanent member of the global CEO Club.

Mr. Gong Fangxiong is currently Chairman of JPMorgan Chase China 

Investment Bank, Chairman of China Integrated Corporation and Corporate 

Investment and Financing.

Lawrence G. Allen is a member and CEO of the world's leading New York 

private equity exchange chairmanship. Mr. Allen has been dedicated to the 

private market including the advisory committee of the Council since 1998. He 

has served as a former US securities exchange for private transactions, market 

data and risk analysis, focusing on private partners and their respective 

derivatives. Mr. Allen has over 26 years of work experience in financial services, 

having worked for Merrill Lynch and Bear Stearns. Mr. Allen has co-drafted at 

various institutions, including Wharton School and Chairman of the US Congress 

Business Advisory Committee Elisse Walter, Chairman of the U.S. Financial 

Industry Regulatory Authority (the agency that regulates securities dealers) 

Robert Ketchum, and the famous Dodd-Frank Act Senator Christopher and a 

consultant to officials of the US Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation that 

oversees banks and insurance companies.

NYPPEX - New York Private Equity Exchange is a global leader in 

international financial institutions. Global CEO Club permanent member.
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12. Global CEO International Finance Building Project Overview

▪ The main building of the Global CEO International Financial Center is 

a three-legged tower with three hexagonal towers connected to each 

other.

▪ The three towers are cleverly connected by a suspension cable 

structure. The upper 200 meters are independent and the lower 100 

meters are completely integrated, giving a stable and towering feeling.

▪ The standard level of the tower uses a hexagonal planar structure, 

which fully utilizes the stability of multiple triangles, providing greater 

structural rationality for super high-rise buildings.

▪ The core tube of the super high-rise building gradually decreases with 

the increase of height, which greatly improves the use efficiency of 

the building space.



▪ The total construction area of the Hainan Global CEO 

International Financial Building complex is approximately 

423,000 square meters.

▪ Among them, about 360,000 square meters above ground and 

about 63,000 square meters underground. The building is 300 

meters high above the ground and 24 meters deep underground. 

There are 68 floors above ground and 4 floors underground. It is 

a steel structure super high-rise building. The three towers of this 

group of buildings are Block A, Block B and Block C. Five-star 

hotel in Tower A, five-star office building in Tower B, and 

international hotel-style apartments in Tower C. There is one 

high-level commercial area from the first floor to the tenth floor. 

Underground parking lot 2, 3, 4. Become an ultra-high three-

dimensional complex.

▪ The top two floors of the three towers are set at a height of 5.4 

meters. The three towers are connected to each other by a 

suspension cable structure to form an 8,000 square meter high-

level clubhouse space.



▪ The main functions include intelligent super 5A-class office buildings, 

high-quality super five-star hotels, high-end apartments, large-scale 

high-end commercial, auxiliary service rooms, auxiliary garages, 

equipment rooms, etc. Within the 100-meter area in the lower part of 

the building complex, it is mainly high-end commerce, high-end 

catering, various conferences and other services, ancillary buildings 

with fitness functions, and a construction area of about 92,000 

square meters. 6 meters high.

▪ There is a 100-meter-high dome atrium in the area, which brings 

people a splendid space experience. The high-quality super five-star 

hotel has a construction area of about 40,000 square meters and is 

located on the top of Block A with a floor height of 4.5 meters. The 

construction area of high-end apartments is about 70,000 square 

meters, mainly located in Block C, with a floor height of 4.5 meters. 

The building area of the intelligent super 5A-class office building is 

about 150,000 square meters, which is in Blocks B and A. It has a 

floor height of 4.5 meters; the total underground area is about 63,000 

square meters, of which about 10,000 square meters It is used for 

commerce, about 53,000 square meters of the second to fourth 

underground floors are used for underground parking garages and 

equipment rooms.



中国.海南
China Hainan

海口市
香格里拉酒店
2019年3月20日-22日
Shangri-La International Hotel 
Haikou

三亚市
亚特兰蒂斯酒店
2019年3月23-26日
Atlantis Hotel 
Sanya





Global Senior Advisory Committee List & Global CEO Club Hainan Business Delegation

Joseph Mancuso, Founding Chairman of the Global CEO Club                            Chen Chi Chairman of Zhongmen International Investment Co., Ltd. / 
President of Fujian Chamber of Commerce

Li Jingping, J P LI, Global CEO Club Global Chairman                                      Carrie Prasad Indian Member / Director of Hyderabad Accounting Law Firm

Zhao Guangfa, Former President of China Railway Construction Corporation David Rice, American Member / Window of the World of Costa Rica Chairman

Limited / Dean of the Great Wall Painting and Calligraphy Academy 

Meng Xiao Su, Chairman of China Real Estate Group/ Chairman of Huili Fund Wang Tong, Dean/Researcher of China Development Research Institute

Xie Zhao, China Zhengda Group Former China CEO/Co-Chairman of China Yi Changliang, National Development and Reform Commission China       
International Capital Co., Ltd. Development Network Expert Committee Secretary General

Xu Changdong, President of the European and American Classmates Chamber Zhang Zhuhong, Vice President of Global CEO Club/ President of Huijin Chuangfu 

of Commerce/Chairman of the American Darcy Group Corporation  Fund Management Co., Ltd.

Harvey K V Global CEO Club Chairman of India Division George Emmerson Caza, Canadian Member/CEO of Australia Skydome

Mohammed M.I Global CEO Club Chairman of Pakistan Branch Gregory Carr, US Member/Director of US International Patent Law Firm

Williams O.K American Member/President of American Safety Fireproof Glass Co. Nidding Sunni American Member/CEO of Taijia Box System Co., Ltd.

Malik T.M., Member of Pakistan/Chairman of Refik Group Maria Diyas, Global CEO Club Chairman of Australia Branch

Liu Gang Global CEO Club Chairman, Hainan Branch/Chairman of Rongde Manor Sydney Parmenter, Former Commercial Counsellor, Australian Embassy in China

Li Qingchun, Vice Chairman of Global CEO Club / Chairman of Redstone Group Xiao Yayuan, (May), Global CEO Club Assistant to Global Chairman





全球CEO俱乐部美国总部迁址（发布会）Global CEO Club US headquarters moved to China (release 

conference)
Dr. Joseph Mancuso, Chairman Li Jingping, Dr. Robert 

Homatz & guests.

Ministers of the five countries in China: United States, Japan, 

Britain, Germany, Australia

Dr. Robert Homarts, former US Deputy Secretary of State, former 

Vice Chairman Gao Sheng,  Current Vice President of Kissinger 

Think Tank (Welcome Dinner)



The purpose of the Global CEO Club: Make money while enjoying life & while learning from each other.

Hainan
Haikou

Sanya



The relocation of the headquarters of the Global CEO Club to 
China-Hainan will definitely bring investment promotion 

momentum to Hainan Free Trade Port.

巴基斯坦


